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ABSTRACT
The question of heating a tokamak plasma by means of electromagnetic waves
in the Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) is considered in the perspective of large
RF powers and in the low collisionality regime. In such case the Quasi Linear Theory
(QLT) is validated by the Hamiltonian dynamics of the wave particle interaction which
exceeds the threshold of the intrinsic stochasticity. The Hamiltonian dynamics is
represented by the evolution of a set of three canonical action angle variables well adapted
to the tokamak magnetic configuration. This approach allows to derive the RF diffusion
coefficient with very few assumptions. The distribution function of the resonant ions is
written as a Fokker Planck equation but the emphasis is put on the QL diffusion instead of
on the usual diffusion induced by collisions. Then the Fokker Planck equation is given a
variational form from which a solution is derived in the form of a semi analytical trial
function of three parameters : the percentage of resonant particle contained in the tail; an
isotropic width AT and an anisotropic one AP. This solution is successfully tested against
real experimental observations. Practically it is shown that in the case of JET the
distribution function is influenced by adiabatic barriers which in turn limit the Hamiltonian
stochasticity domain within energy values typically in the MeV range. Consequently and
for a given ICRF power, the tail energy excursion is lower and its concentration higher
than that of a bounce averaged prediction. This may actually be an advantage for machines
like JET considering the energy range required to simulate the a-particle behaviour in a
relevant fusion reactor.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Because of its relevance to the achievement of thermonuclear fusion, the Ion
Cyclotron Range of Frequency heating of Tokamak plasmas has been extensively studied
experimentally1'2-3'4'5. Out of the many possible schemes, the minority scenario appears
to have the best potential to increase the total plasma energy. In this scenario, the plasma
heating is the result of collisions in between a minority population of energetic resonant
ions and the bulk plasma. A close look at the energy signal and in particular at the one
derived from diamagnetic loop measurements reveals that the wave energy absorption by
the resonant ions results in the formation of a strongly anisotropic velocity tail5-6. The
dynamics of minority ICRF heating is then driven by two antagonistic mechanisms : an
anisotrope tail formation for the resonant ions due to the wave particle interaction and an
isotrope tail slowing down due to Coulombian processes of collisional relaxation.
The anisotropy in the velocity space is no surprise as the physics of the wave
absorption is that of accelerating ions through an increase of their Larmor radius.
However a difficulty occurs when it comes to account for the anisotropy in the ICRF
power balance. The ICRF heating is a moment of the kinetic equation for the distribution
function fs(r,v,t) of the resonant ion species "s" governed by the equation :

f-[fs]-C[f s ]-Q,[f s ] = 0,
ot

[1]

in which C is the linearised collision operator of Spitzer7 and Qjhe Quasi Linear (QL) RF
operator first derived by Kennel and Engelman8 in a slab geometry. The difficulty comes
in [1] from a mutual exclusion of the two operators Q,and C. In the case where the RF
field is negligible the equation reduces to the Fokker Planck equation { ^- - C } [fs]- When
the operator C is expanded over the parallel velocity (v//) and the pitch angle (TJ), the
Fokker Planck equation becomes separable and the Legendre Polynomials^ form the set of
eigen functions in T|. On the opposite, when collisions are negligible, the equation reduces
to the QL Vlasov equation which in turn can be solved in the phase space when the
operator Q, is decomposed over a coordinate system built out of the RF resonance lines
and their orthogonals. The difficulty originates from the mutual exclusion of these two
basis. In the past, the ways to alleviate this difficulty was to consider the RF operator as a
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small perturbation10 so that the decomposition over (V//,TJ) could continue to hold. This
and the flux averaging procedure is what is included in the initial work of Stix9, from
which many other works derive11'12. Further developments included in the RF diffusion
operator the averaged effect of the trajectories so that resonance localization could be
considered13-14 for both passing and trapped particles. This approach known as the
averaged bounce Fokker Planck equation follows essentially the same line of thought and
does not yet address the question posed by the RF diffusion operator that is : the basis of
description for the Fokker Planck equation is no longer practical in the limit of large RF
perturbation (although large the RF amplitude is still small enough to not invalidate the QL
plasma response approximation). The question is given so little consideration that when
"negative temperature" (dlnf/dE>0) is found in the analysis of charge exchange signals the
possibility that anisotropy may be the cause of it is eliminated without much
justifications14. So when the anisotropy becomes so pronounced that it has a macroscopic
counterpart in the global plasma energy it is the opposite approach that must be taken. In
this approach the emphasis is put on the anisotropic nature of the ICRF minority heating
and u)e role of collisions is to insure that energy is back ceded to the bulk plasma. So
collisions have only a perturbative effect. As a further approximation the bulk plasma is
supposed to be a thermostat so the temperature of each of its constituents (electrons and
non resonant ions) is constant. This in turn allows to set to zero all the partial time
derivatives so that the velocity distribution function of resonant ions is stationnary. This is
what this article addresses. However in situation where the heating dynamics becomes a
key factor as in the case of the ignition dynamics the problem could at some expense be
solved by a two time scales integration technique : a short time scale where the thermostat
constraint is satisfied and at the end of which the energy back ceded to the bulk plasma
serves to calculate a new plasma stage which in turn permits to iterate the computation
process15-16.
The analysis presented here is conducted within the frame of the Quasi Linear
Theory and it uses the Hamiltonian formalism17 which was originally developed to derive
the ICRF field amplitude in axisymmetric Tokamak plasma configurations (Cf. §.n). The
Hamiltonian formulation allows to precisely account for the effect of the particle trajectory
on the derivation of the QL RF diffusion coefficient. In that regard the QL diffusion
coefficient is derived from first principles. This is a definite advantage of this theory over
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the bounce averaged theory where the QL RF diffusion operator is taken from the slab
geometry model of Kennel Engelman and then averaged over the trajectory. Another
advantage of the Hamiltonian formulation is that in the canonical variables the QL
diffusion operator takes a simple form as shown in the annexe. Even though the present
work contains very few approximations, it does not address the question of the radial RF
induced transport18. This transport finds its origin in the loss of invariance of the
canonical toroidal angular momentum19 that mainly occurs due to the banana tip radial
drift that ICRF induces. This limitation imposes in turn that the particle remains on a given
magnetic surface.
Of course as the present model is built out of the QLT, the QLT needs to be
validated. This is the case if there exists some mechanisms that destroy the reversible
nature of the wave particle interaction. But as large RF field amplitudes are motivating the
present study, the absorption process may possibly involve high energy particles for
which the irreversibility mechanisms is no longer insured by collisions. The irreversible
processes are reviewed in §.II : the limit above which the Coulomb collisions fail to
ergodize the particle phase in between successive passes across the resonance is derived
and the existence of multipole resonances, sufficient in number to ergodize the particle
trajectory by means of intrinsic stochasticity, is established for the ICRF interaction. As a
last step the quasi linear diffusion coefficient are derived from the Hamiltonian
formulation of the ICRF interaction. A consequence is that the line of diffusion are drawn
in a two dimensional space directed by two non orthogonal vectors; one normalized by the
panicle energy H and the other by a combination of the particle magnetic moment and the
m
energy P ( P = H-p.o>; w being the RF frequency ).
e
In §.III the evolution equation for the distribution function of resonant
particles is given a variational formulation in which the collisional and the quasi linear
terms ;re explicited as functions of {H,P}. The use of reduction techniques allows to
derive a characteristic QL energy which together with the RF diffusion time allows to show
that the RF power transferred to the plasma varies like E2 as expected from a ballistic
calculation. Finally a semi-analytical model using simple trial functions is constructed
which turns out to reproduce most of the characteristics of the distribution function that
are experimentally observed during minority ICRF heating.
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II. HAMILTONIAN ANALYSIS OF THE ICRF WAVE PARTICLE INTERACTION
The Hamiltonian formalism is chosen because it makes the action-angle
dynamics formally simple17. In an axisymmetric unperturbed Tokamak magnetic
configuration, the particle trajectory is integrable and described by a set of three actionangle variables {Jk^k)20 (Cf. Table.1). Its Hamiltonian HO depends only on the action
variables (Ho=Ho(Jk)) and the motion is quasi-periodic, so actions remain constant ?.nd
angles rotate linearly.

[2]

= œk(Jn)

' so °k = œk(Jn)t + cst"

Practically, the effect of a low frequency ICRF perturbation is to disrupt this adiabatic
behaviour in regions of the phase space where an efficient coupling (i.e. resonances)
between fields and particles occurs. In order to identify those regions, the wave
Hamiltonian perturbation is expanded as a Fourier series in the 4Vs :
8H(Jn,<Dn,t) = £hNk(Jk)
Nk

*"> + C.C.

[3]

where the summation extends over the tri
For a given triplet (Nk) a resonant interaction takes place when
when the phase of the perturbation is stationary along the unperturbed trajectory :
_
k

O

[4]

The latter, in the vectorial phase space ((Jk)=(OJ+OJ; J=OJ), defines a resonance
surface labelled by the Nk's : SR(Nk). Let's assume a single resonant surface, an
hermiticity of the hNk's coefficients and an almost independence of the hNk's with Nk;
then 8H writes SH = s(Jk) cos(NkC>k+cot) with_sj;jk) = 2hNk- The time evolution of the
Jk's is given by the Hamilton's equations : -JT = N s(Jk) sin(^Nk^>k+wt). So the
motion occurs along the vector N and is represented by the set HJk) = {Jk.Rl
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+

"X;

6

<p =

NfcOk+cùt}; {Jk1R} being the point on the resonance surface SR(Nk) associated to
k
the unperturbed motion. Then the equation that governs the perturbed particle motion is :
dX
-fi = s(Jk) sin((p).

This motion derives from an invariant energy principle which involves the curvature of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian :

taken along the direction of the N vector and on the resonance surface SR(NJC). The
invariant is : W = ~ a^2 + s(Jk,u) coscp. So the motion in the (X,<p) space is identical
to the motion of a particle trapped in a wave potential well. The shape of the iso-W lines
has an island-like structure20 ( Fig.l ) and the separatrix between the trapped and the
circulating domains verifies the equation: IWI = s(Jk,R).
However there is more to the present approach which is the possibility for
trajectories to interfere. These interferences result from the existence of a set of resonant
trajectories and may cause intrinsic stochasticity22 to occur. Indeed to Eq.[4] corresponds
a set of trajectories (JRi) which when represented as surfaces in the (X,q>) space are
distant of AQR = (ANk)(Ok (Fig.2). Correspondingly, the island width counted in Q is
AQi = 4"\ sa. If AQR < AQi , then overlapping of islands starts to occur (Fig.3). The
regular behaviour of the perturbed trajectories is destroyed and stochastic domains
between resonance surfaces24 are created. So intrinsic stochasticity is insured when the
Chirikov parameter S = AQi/AQR is well in excess of 1. In the case of the ICRF wave
particle interaction in the Tokamak geometry, stochasticity is triggered by overlapping of
nearby resonances (Cf. Table II) but resonance overlapping of harmonics of the
gyrofrequency never occurs.
On the overall the effect of stochasticity on the particle trajectory is twofold :
the perturbed trajectory is no longer confined around the resonance surfaces and the
associated phase is chaotic (Fig.3). Therefrom in a phase space domain where the waveparticle resonant interaction is effective (hNk * O) and where the density of resonance
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surfaces is large, the process associated to the particle-wave interaction is diffusive,
thereby validating the QLT. The method of analysis amounts to select the set of actionangle variables relevant to the physical situation, to calculate the respective positions of
resonance surfaces and the associated hNk's, to derive the curvature of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian, to evaluate the stochasticity parameter and finally to construct a Poincaré
mapping to check the onset of stochasticity.
A. ACTION ANGLE VARIABLES FOR PASSING AND TRAPPED PARTICLES
The particle trajectory is described within the frame of the adiabatic theory24;
the guiding center x g is labelled by {R,rg,<j),9} and the gyromotion by {pc,<|>c}; R'rg>Pc
are respectively the major, minor and gyro radii; <)>,9 are the angles around the major axis
and the magnetic axis and §c is the gyro angle (Fig.4).
The constant set of canonical actions (JkJ which specifies the unperturbed
22

panicle trajectory is in correspondence with the three adiabatic invariants {pi,H,2^} : the
mv
i
l
particle magnetic moment \i = -jn- ; the total particle energy H = r mv// + M.B; the
toroidal angular momentum T^ = e*Pp + mv0R, with indices _L and // standing for the
perpendicular and the parallel directions to the total magnetic field B , *Fp for the poloidal
magnetic flux and v0 for the velocity in the toroidal direction. An analytic expression25 of
the approximated J^'s is being written in Table I where it may be noticed that the magnetic
surface appears only in !3 through the poloidal flux *Pp.
In the case of interest, collisions mainly induce a diffusion in v// and
thereby in !2 while the diffusion induced by the RF field takes place in the bi-dimensional
space (JiJa)- There is however the possibility of an RF diffusion in Jj which amounts to
a radial diffusion through *Pp. In this work it is not considered on the ground that
whatever the anomalous diffusion induced by the overall plasma equilibrium may be, it
always dominates the radial transport and therefore that the RF correction is not bound to
change this situation. This is further confirmed experimentally when the degradation of
the overall confinement time appears to depend on the total coupled power and not on the
type of the auxiliary heating source5. If the RF induced radial transport were however to
be considered, it would increase the diffusion space dimension by one to make it to reach
three. The distribution function would become dependent on three parameters which make
the problem three-dimensional and consequently almost untractable. The attempt
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previously made19 to account for the RF radial diffusion was to consider the very first
terms in the development of !3 so that the corrections in both Wj: and pc were neglected.
In this case the radial diffusion reduces to a diffusion in V1 which in turn accounts for a
motion of the banana tip towards the low field side. But in this process the diffusion only
occurs along the same magnetic surface *Vp. Stricto sensu it cannot be considered as a
radial diffusion.
On the other hand, the set of canonical angles {<t»kl resulting from the
integration of the unperturbed trajectory for a given set (Jk), specifies :
(i)

the gyrophase <|>c through <|>i = <t»c -

(ii)

the drift surface in the poloidal and toroidal directions through (fo and (fo
respectively (Cf. Table I).
The value o)i(J) = d§\/dt is the time averaged value along the trajectory of

0)c(Xg) and the difference coc - <o\, of order cocrg/Ro, exhibits a large variation rate.
Because of the axisymmetry, the relation of 0 and <(> in terms of <t>2 and <t>3 .writes : 0 = £<t>2
+ t)(<t>2); 0 = <t>3 + qOPp) ^(<|>2)+ $(<t>2) ; where 0(02) and $(<t>2) are In-periodic
functions of <j>2 (e = 1 for passing particles, resp. O for trapped particles and qOFp) is the
safety factor). Therefore, the trajectory is completed within the time duration 2ït/o>2 :
0)2(J) = d<t>2/dt, allowing to restrict the study over this time period.
B. EFFECTIVEICRFRESONANCES
In the ICRF heating scheme, the electromagnetic power is carried by a fast
wave polarized in the extraordinary mode. In the plasma core, the wave is a
compressional Alfven wave with an electric field and a wave vector predominantly
perpendicular to the magnetic field : kx = CO/CA- The pulsation co is imposed by the RF
generator and the coupling launcher allows a discrete toroidal mode spectrum in k$ : kô =
NfR. The compressional wave is written in the gauge [Aj.,y=0] and the perturbed
Hamiltonian of the form : 8H = -e Vj.A±(5?B+pc) with V=^.
-i~*
dp
Up to this point the Hamiltonian representation is not equivalent to the
classical ballistic approach9-21. From a ballistic point of view the wave particle resonant
coupling occurs at some point >?g along the guiding center trajectory, where the particle
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gyrophase matches the wave phase: co + CDc(x*g) = O. So the ballistic resonant condition
is not like Eq.[4]. To be equal requires that <ac(>?g) = Nk(Ok(Jk1R) is satisfied. This
apparent discrepancy comes from the fact that in the action angle representation the
resonance condition is twofold : the stationarity of the phase which writes Q(Jk)=O and
the non vanishing value of the Fourier coefficient hf4k(Jk)- Consequently a method to
derive the actual hNk(Jk) value needs to be devised.
The last expression of 5H when Taylor expanded around x*g takes the form of
a Fourier series in exp{ip<))c} :
hp(n,H,x*g) e * 6 * * + C.C.

SH =

[6]

P

where hp(|i,H,Xg) takes the following form :
h p (n,H,x g ) =('° ePc(°c

Jp.i(kj.p c ) A. + J p+ i(k ±Pc ) A + }

[7]

if for simplicity the perpendicular wave vector is introduced in place of partial derivatives
and A± is the complex polarisation potential.

At this stage the expression of the h^'s coefficient may be worked out. If we
compare Eq. [6] to the action-angle expression of SH (Eq. [3]) and consider a launched
toroidal mode N, it is apparent that : the hNk's components will vanish if NS & N and if
NI Tip. So we only need to consider the cases hNi=p,N2,N- If we further recall that
because of the axisymmetry an unperturbed trajectory is completed when the canonical
poloidal angle O2 is varied within 2n, the expression of the hNk's can be derived
multiplying 8H by e"1™*****01' as would normally be done for a Fourier series but
performing an integration only in <I>2 over 2n :

2ît

If the expression [6] is introduced in place of OH in the integral [8], the argument in the
exponential function becomes : p((j>c - Oj) - N2<&2 - NOs- The phase mixes the canonical
angle variables Ok and the particle gyrophase <j>c which depends upon the guiding centre
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trajectory in the real space §c = J(uc(^g)dt. However the angle variables Ok are linear
functions of time and the phase can be written p© - N2C02t - N(03t, where an arbitrary
constant has been omitted. Finally we can change variables from O2 to the running time
variable "t" because the integration needs only to be performed over O2, with the
transformation rule d<I>2 = o)2(Jk) dt, so :

hh

_r^ I

Ni=p,N2,N -*= I

U eJpQ-KN2Cu2H-NtO3)Id.t

n

-

-

AL mentioned, ® has a variation rate ( d©/dt = toc - (u\ ~ 0)crg/R0 ) typically
much larger than the one of hp. Therefore the integral will be non vanishing if along the
trajectory there exists points where the phase is stationary, namely when :
!) = PO)1 4- N2O)2 + NO)3

[ 1OJ

The number AN2 of effective resonances is then defined by the number of N2 verifying
the previous relation. As an example for passing particles N2 = prgcOc/R0u)2 (Table H)
and coc(xfg) varies by 2(UIr8TR0 over a complete revolution, thereby AN 2 = 2p
C.

-

CYCLOTRON RESONANCE EFFECT PER PASS FOR PASSING AND
TRAPPED PARTICLES : STEEPESTDESCENTTECHNIQUE
In the expression [9], each resonance crossing produces a net exchange of

energy between the wave and the particle. Considered for itself the saddle point at which
the resonance occurs has a characteristic scale X0 = v///\ pv//V//toc. Along the trajectory,
two situations may be encountered (Fig.4). The first one is when the resonance points are
far removed and the variation scale of hp is larger than X0, then the integrand involves an
isolated first order saddle point so that the classical steepest descent technique is
applicable26. Note that when the variation scale is muci shorter than X0 then hp can be
decomposed over WKB waves in the parallel direction which shifts the resonant
conditions17 by k//v//. Around the resonance point x^g the following quantity may be
developed :
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\1

X g = Xg + VI/ (t-t

)TJ-

p0-(N2œ2+Ncj3)t = p0(x*|)-(N2co2+Nû)3)t* + ^ pàt(x*g) (t-t*)2
= V//V/y(ïÛ c (x*g)).

The phase evolution around the resonance point is then parabolic as sketched in Fig.5(a).
The contribution to the integral of hN ,Sp1N21N in &] is :
ip®(x*|)-i(N2Û)2+NCÙ3)t
B

[U]

The second situation is met when two consecutive resonance points are closer
to each other than Xc and so the integrand involves two relevant isolated saddle points26.
This is the case for banana trajectory when the banana tip is close to the resonance points.
This last situation requires to develop the phase at the next order in time as v// vanishes
and is best achieved when the development is performed around the time t_ at which the
particle reaches the banana tip. Then we have the following developments :

= p0-(N2a)2+Ncu3)t = O(t
the phase evolves then as a cubic function of the position as sketched on Fig.5-(b) and
this leads to a contribution to the hN _ vj ^ integral of the form :
Ai(z) h p O U g )

e

[12]

where z = ^ j/
p (eûc(j*g) +<») is the Airy function argument and the
^ ppw
Wc(Jg)
c (j
v//(9=0)o)2rg
...
, .
. . .
,. . . . , - > .
expression for the second time derivative of toc is (uc(xg) = •
sin(:cg) > O. The case where the banana tip is tangent to the cyclotron resonance surface
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find in this formalism a simple solution which in particular does not lead to a
singularity in z as Ai(z = O) = 3-2/3/r(2/3).
On the overall the behaviour of 5hNk as a function of the distance of the
banana tip to the cyclotron resonance when measured in angles is represented in figure 6.
E. QUASILINEARICRFHEATING
If each resonance point met along the particle trajectory leads to an exchange
in between wave and kinetic energies, the sign of the exchange depends upon the
exponential phase factor. To obtain a net transfer of wave energy, the successive values of
[ have to add in modulus square so that the following relations hold :
2

2Jt

1

hp(n,H,x|)

Ni=P1N21N

[13]

pV/yV/XCOcO

2/3

1

N1=P1N21N

I Ai(z) |2

[14]

Kg

while for the fundamental heating scenario and at lowest order in pc the hi(\i,H,~\e) value
reduces to :
hi(n,H,x g )

:h

2(u

[15]

That is however possible only if the successive values taken by the phase
C>(t*) or O(t) are random, i.e. if the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) is valid. So
ICRF wave heating to take place requires that the phase of the particle relative to the wave
has diffused in between two successive resonance crossings. If the decorrelation process
is diffusive, the phase trajectory <j> ( <|>=JQdt) becomes a random variable because the
frequency fi itself diffuses. The law of diffusion is (SQ)2 = ((AQ)2) St, so 5<j> evolves
like S<j)=J8Qdt. ^

^" other hand the characteristic diffusion time TL is defined as the

duration after which the pi.*. • * has varied by one radian. So TL satisfies to TLOQ=I and
therefore TL=K(AQ)2)'1/3. This in turn allows to further determine a condition for the
diffusion to be efficient, that TL be much shorter than the characteristic period of the
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phenomenon! in concern27. Applied to the Tokamak configuration, the trajectory period is
"71TT

'Jtf

— and so the efficiency condition amounts to TL« —•
0)2

C02

The diffusion that collisions induce is essentially a diffusion in v//. As v//
appears in the canonical action /2 the diffusion is also in !2 and SJ2 = h \ I - .
V Tcoll

Then the total frequency varies as SQ = Na -^r- SJa and as the resonance condition
23
amounts to N2 œ —-— the diffusion occurs over XL = h/ tcou Rn/OJrJ
/ . The collision
B
R0W2

diffusion efficiency then amounts to the condition :

»1,

[16]

.PcJ

verified for T « 20 keV for the Table II parameters with Te = T;.
In the case of diffusion induced by intrinsic stochasticity20, S must exceed 1.
To derive its expression, thé curvature of the unperturbed Hamiltonian must be explicited,
9cu;
(N+N-2/q)2
i.e a = NjN;J -57-.
As AQp = 0)2 and as for vpassing particles a ~
% t ~ , S writes
j
oj
mR§
in this case :

S=-

2evjE|
mco VTC sin6* AN 2

With the parameter set of Table II the following domains of applicability may be derived :
for T < 10 keV, Scoii/S > 1 so collisions are preponderant; for 10 keV <
T < TB = 800 keV, S > 1 so stochasticity is dominant.
The expression of S is a decreasing function of the particle energy. This
comes from the fact that the distance between resonant surfaces increases more rapidly
with energy than it does with the hNk's and that rules out any beneficial energy
dépendance. So there exists an upper limit in energy called the adiabatic barrier21 above
which diffusion ceases to be effective ( T > T8 with the Table ÏÏ parameters). However,
due to the N antenna spectrum, the adiabatic barrier can be made very large. For a non
integer q value, the resonant surfaces of the family {l.Na.N] fall in between the one of
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the family {1,N2,N'}. So the distance in between two successive surfaces is effectively
reduced. For example if N'=N+1, the distance may be made less than 0)2
when I AN2+q I <1. But to verify the onset of stochasticity requires now to perform a
Poincare mapping, which here amounts to plot the successive values taken by A, after each
trajectory period, i.e. versus <j>2 (Fig.7). It can then be observed that the RPA is valid over
a larger temperature range, provided the N antenna spectrum is sufficiently rich.
Finally, the energy domain associated to induced intrinsic stochasticity
diffusion is appreciably extended for trapped particles. The reason lies in the fact that the
stochastic parameter associated with passing and trapped particles are almost equal when
they have the same v// in the resonance zone ( j?g=lc g). But belonging to different classes,
the trapped particle perpendicular energy is not bounded as for the passing particle where

F. QUASI LINEAR LINES OF RF DIFFUSION
As aforementioned the motion around an insulated resonance surface occurs

—»

— > — » — >

along the vector N that enters into the relation : J = J R + NA. Then the particle motion
ripples around the resonance surface J R and so the particle explores the JRIC' s
neighbourhood in the phase space. If there exists a family of resonances { J RJ) and that
the resonant domains greatly overlap, the particle exploration is no longer constrained by
-»
one resonance only. Following one Nj vector it may enter the next resonant domain and
its motion will continue along NI+I and so on. The particle phase in all this process is
random and therefrom the wave-particle interaction results in a unidimensional diffusion
along the lines of N-vectors. This in principle is not absolutely rigorous. Suppose that the
wave spectrum is made of one toroidal mode (Ns = N), then the diffusive lines are
correctly defined as depicted on figure 8. It can be shown however that there exists still a
small diffusion along the resonance surfaces themselves. This diffusion corresponds to a
non-symmetrical particle motion in between two resonant surfaces28. For example in one
direction the particle follows the direction {1,N2,N} and returns along the direction
{1,N2+1,N} (Fig.9-a). This possibility would invalidate the principle of reciprocity
presented in the annexe and is consequently ignored. A diffusion of the same kind may
also be induced when the toroidal N spectrum excited by the antenna is large. That give
birth to a set of resonance directions for each JR surface as the direction is now defined by
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the set of doublets (N2,Ns) which verify the resonance relation [4]. This should in
principle lead to a stronger diffusion mechanism (Fig.9-b) along the resonance surfaces
and imply that none of the JRk's is a strict invariant. This possibility has not been
however explored further and the FÎ-vector lines will from now on be considered as a
good representation to study the quasi linear diffusion.
The lines of diffusion are governed by the following set of equations (the S$
variation is here introduced only to preserve the generality of the demonstration) :
dJi_dJ 2 dJj ,.
NT-N2=W^
while using the resonance relation the particle energy W evolves like :
dW = (OfcdJk = (NkcOk) dX = - CD dX = - — dJi.
Applied to the minority heating scheme (Nj = 1), the characteristics of the diffusion lines
are represented by the equation :
W = - O)J1 + est.

[18]

This expression shows that the quasi linear diffusion induced by ICRF heating is
essentially anisotropic and should be consider as such (note that the same equation is
derived from the bounce averaged QLT14). The characteristics are straight lines in the
(W.coJi) space (Fig. 10). In (W1CuJi), only the quadrant (W>0, 0)Ji<0) corresponds to the
physical domain. The line W = -O)Ji defines the limit under which there is no intersection
of the banana trajectory and the cyclotron resonance while the equation W = - bcoJi,
where b is the ratio of the gyrofrequency to the RF frequency evaluated at 0=0, defines the
limit under which there is no possible trajectory. Finally the direction P = W + toJi
defines the direction orthogonal to the line of diffusion. As a remark it may be observed
that because the ICRF diffusion process is associated with a perpendicular velocity
increase at the resonance location, the parallel velocity at that location remains constant
This particularity favours the use of the variable v//(j?g=x*g) ( cf IV: \//(\g=\g) =
V2P7m).
In the real space it is convenient to represent the particle trajectory velocity by
its value taken at times where the particle crosses the equatorial plane (8 = O), hereafter
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referred as O. If the diffusion lines are projected onto the velocity space {v//o,vj.o}, they
become hyperbolas (Fig. 11) because the parameter b which enters in the diffusion line
characteristics is smaller than 1 when the resonance surface intercepts the drift surface.
Equation [18] writes :

[19]
The asymptotic direction for the RF diffusion lines is defined by :v— = .
//0
\ co + coco
while the last equation corresponds to the case where the resonance surface is tangent to
the point 9 = O. It can also be noticed that the line — = "\j -n& , which limits the two
domains of trapped and passing particles, intersects the diffusion lines showing that
ultimately all resonant particles would run along the asymptotic direction and end in the
trapped domain if there was no collision to drag them out.
m. VARIATIONAL FORM OF THE FOKKER PLANCK EQUATION
From now on the kinetic equation for the evolution of the distribution function
of the resonant ions will be referred as the Fokker Planck equation. This is justified (Cf.
Annexe) if we consider that the ICRF induces a quasi linear diffusion which, in terms of
the action angle variables, amounts to performed an averaging over the angle variables.
Then the QL expression of the ICRF diffusion operator writes :

i 3 I f V
,2
1 31
Q(T) = ±— J47t> NjN;h N k 8(Nk<uk+co)l—
^ 3J1 I -*H
'
'
I dJ
V I
V

Nk

[20]

J

where 7 = Jf(Jk,<ï>k>t) d3Ok/(2rc)3 is the phase averaged distribution function. At this
point it is important that a comparison be made between the bounce Fokker Planck and the
present approach. The bounce average method29 has been devised to take account of the
particle trajectory effects and in particular of banana particles for which the time spent
within the resonance may increase drastically. The present approach may be viewed as an
extension of the bounce average method in the sense that the detail of the localized
resonant interaction is considered with very few approximations. The reason for the low
number of approximations must be found in the Hamiltonian representation of the ICRF
interaction. Only in this representation the complexity of the guiding centre trajectory can
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be made formally simple and the detail of the ICRF interaction can be unfolded easily (Cf.
§.II where the algebra amounts to perform intejjnls using the steepest descent method).
So the present Hamiltonian formulation of the ICRF heating generalizes the previous
methods.
The Quasi Linear RF diffusion operator is essentially anisotropic and it
follows characteristics which are simple straight lines in the {W.coJiJ space. In order to
respect the natural space for the ICRF diffusion study, the Fokker Planck equation is
written in that space rather than in the { V//.YX} space. The vector basis will be directed by
two non orthogonal unit vectors n* and j?, while H=W and P = W + o)Jj. This
decomposition not only emphasizes the role of the ICRF diffusion but also respects the
structure of the collisional operator C(O- Indeed (Xf) mainly produces a diffusion in P and
an isotropic drag in P and H.
In order to find the solution of the Fokker Planck equation :

the Fokker Planck equation is considered to be the Euler equation of a functional L,
extremal for all variation of a trial function F(Jk)- The L functional is built out of equation
[21] and takes the form of an integral over the Jk's. The integration domain is bounded by
the adiabatic barriers above which the quasi linear analysis fails. The L-expression writes

L = d3jk — f'(Jk) - IQL - IColl

with

and

LQL = i

J

d3 Jk ^-

dJi

U

[22]

UK V N1NjI hNlc|25(NkCOk+o»l |f Wk)

NT

dJ

[23]

J JJ

L Coll = fd3jk^| af(Jk,*k,0) T'(Jk))

[24]

In order to carry out the T solutions, some algebra needs to be perform so that L can be
written in a form suitable for the physical and the numerical analysis. In this aiticle only
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the physical analysis will be carried out leaving the complete numerical analysis to another
work. The present variational formulation is however constructed for a usage of finite
element techniques so that the numerics reduces to an eigen value problem, i.e. a matrix
inversion17.
A. THE QUASI LINEAR PART OF THE FUNCTIONAL L
The equation [23] which defines the QL functional can be integrated by part so
that the derivative operator Nk— acts t-i both 7 and T'. So the derivation is performed
dJk
along the N vector thereby along the diffusion lines. But as the particle is supposed to
remain on a given magnetic surface, !3 is constant and the derivative operator reduces in
the (H1PJs) space to a derivation along H. If takes the form of - O)—.
oH
The sum over the Nk's in [23] involves hNk

0((0+Nk(Dk). The quasi linear

diffusion is supposed to be effective in the overall phase space accessible to Q(Jk)=O,
which in our case corresponds to the overall phase space accessible when N2 is varied,
the distance in Ci between two adjacent resonant surfaces being 02- On the other side the
hNk's have a weak dependence in N2 and may be considered to a large extend as constant
over the phase space Q(Jk)=O. Therefore the sum reduces to ^8((0+Nk(Ok)= l/u>2 aa^
2

form :
.. dRIBdft 2».

- s5 j

[25]

From that expession it is possible to apply the reduction technique which in turn allows to
find a RF quasi linear characteristic energy H so that with P = pfl, H = hfl, eqs.[12] and
[14], LQL can be written :
T
LQL
=— T
m J

app-r
-T -£ — —

Vp 9h 3h
with op = 1 for passing particle trajectory and GT = 2 for trapped one's.

n«T
[25]

The characteristic energy itself is of the form :

2/3

[26]
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The characteristic power PRF transferred to the resonant species is the ratio of
H to the QL diffusion time ÎL induced by the RF field. The QL diffusion coefficient is
proportional to E2 and so TL to E'2/3. Therefore PRF is proportional to E2 and by means
of consequence to the power carried by the wave.
B. THE COLLISIONAL PART OF THE FUNCTIONAL L
The phase integration met in Lcoll can be simplified when the following
remarks are made : the distribution function f and the collision operator Care function of
the slow variables of the adiabatic theory and thereby not function of the gyrophase <|)c or
of the gyro canonical angle Oi ; because of the axisymmetry f is not a function of <&3 and
finally the trajectory being completed when <&2 is varied by 2n, f is 2jr.-periodic in <I>2. If
we further neglect the effect of toroidicity on the collision operator then C is independent
of <E>3 as well. This last approximation is also found in the bounce averaged theory and is
strictly valid only for large aspect ratio Tokamak.
The expression of Gf) is usually written7 using the velocity modulus (v), the pitch
angle (TJ) and the current poloidal angle (0). It comprises three terms : one which,
captures most of the physics of the slowing down of a test particle in a background of
ions and electrons, contains a parallel drag due to collisions with ions or electrons or both
depending upon the test particle energy (at high energy the drag is mainly driven by
collisions with electrons and conversely) and contains also a part representing a
perpendicular energy isotropisation or diffusion. The second term involves a parallel
energy diffusion which if it doesn't play a dominant role is nonetheless essential to insure
the non violation of the physics principles. Finally the last term is the pitch angle
scattering of the ions which efficiently connects the parallel velocity direction with the
perpendicular's one. As a remainder, for resonant ion velocity in the range v^i « vres «
vihe. the ion-ion collisions provide a diffusion and a small drag while the ion-electron
collisions provide only a drag. The classical expression for Gf) is as follows :
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=

+

-àl;{ v2(<Av//>+ è (Avi>)f }
T

Hère (Av//), (Av^), (AvJ)) are the classical diffusion coefficients induced by
encounters of charged particles^. These coefficients are cumbersome but they depend
only on the energy H and therefore are replaced by their expressions7 in the formulas only
at the last step.
The expression of Lcoll can now be derived after some simple but tedious
algebra involving to perform a direct integration over <I>2 for the terms of drag and of
energy diffusion independent of 4>2 a"d an integration by pan for the others; to change
variables {Ji,J2} to {h,p} in the integration and {V,TI} to {h,p} in (Xf). The expression
of Lcoft takes two different forms depending upon the passing (P) and trapped (T) particle
trajectories and it writes :

-f*dbdn/- T [feï]|(-n
where : f is written in place of f because there is no ambiguity;
qR

°

and a = V2mh-+ - - -

For the last term resulting from the integration in pitch angle, the following expressions
are obtained :

.
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dpdhdJj

- -

htb(p-h) < A v >

[29]

[30]

IV. STEADY STATE SEMI ANALYTICAI. f(h,p) SOLUTION
The functional L reduces to -LQL -^CoIl in the steady state case. Even so, it is
a difficult task to find the solution in f over the all plasma and that necessitates to use
powerful numerical algorithms. However the variational formulation leaves some degree
of arbitrariness in the choice of the trial funrdon depending upon what phenomenon is
emphasized. In the present case the arbitrary degree is even greater as LQL is made
extremal by any function of p. This comes from the fact that the RF lines of diffusion
which are the p = est lines. But this apparent degeneracy is overcome by collisions which
bring diffusion and drag and therefore make the panicle exploration of the (h,p) domain
possible. So in a first step a semi analytical solution is preferable as it will capture most of
the physics and will serve as a guideline for latter numerical checks
The semi analytical modelling of f(p,h) aims at the determination of f(p,h)
over one magnetic surface by means of variations of L. The adiabatic barrier is modelled
by imposing the QL diffusion coefficient to be zero for HaHum- The value of Hum
corresponds to the adiabatic energy limit consistent with the chaotic behaviour study.
However Hum is left as a free parameter which in turn allows to evaluate the influence of
the Hamiltonian character of the interaction relative to the influence of collisions. Finally
the RF field amplitude is an input of the model taken for a given heating situation from the
predictive ALCYON numerical code^1.
Within the domain of quasi linear diffusion (0<P<HLim) the choice of the
•f(p,h) form is free. So in order to account for the anisotropy and the collisional
thermalisation, a representation with three parameters has been selected :
f(h,p)
x p - |j+
W p - 7) 1
,p) = A!" eexp(a pp expfexpf- ^Wp(+ a
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where to = To/fl and TQ is the temperature of the bulk resonant population; Ap the
characteristic anisotropy width in the p-direction; t the characteristic width in h due to the
collisional drag. The parameter a represents the ratio of the accelerated to the bulk ions
while A is not a free parameter as it insures the particle conservation.
If the trial function f is chosen among the class of f-functions with a set of
parameter {a',Ap',t'} then variations of L with respect to each f-parameters leads to a
system of three equations in a, Ap, t : the first two allows to derive Ap and t by means of
a numerical solution and the other gives a(Ap,t).
A simulation is conducted for the minority hydrogen heating scenario in a
typical TORE SUPRA (TS) plasma discharge with parameters listed in Table III. The RF
frequency is set to 68 MHz which locates the resonant surface close to the plasma centre.
From the output of the ALCYON code the RF power deposition profile is derived and
appears localized inside the volume limited by a minor radius of 40 cm. The predicted RF
power thermally absorbed by the hydrogen ions reaches 1.2 MW. The magnetic surface
that is considered in the present modelling is set to rg = 25 cm and the adiabatic energy
barrier is set to 2 MeV. The slowing down time on electrons reaches 84 ms and to
reproduce the predicted absorbed energy of 1.2 MW requires an electric field amplitude of
13 V/cm which is in the range of value predicted by ALCYON. This leads to a quasi linear
energy fl of 73 eV. The semi analytical solution is then : a width AF equal to 66 keV
(AP=pfi), T = 183 keV (T=tfl) and a number of particle in the tail distribution reaching
3.3% of the total minority population. This is very different from what an isotropic
simulation would produce for the tail temperature. In the Stix simulation7 a tail
temperature of 70 keV is found. The shape of the projection of f(h,p) along the energy
vector is represented in Fig. 12. A typical deep in the distribution function shape due to the
anisotropy may be observed at H = 50 keV. A "negative" temperature behaviour may here
be recognized, which needs to be compared with an experimental observation made in the
Princeton Large Torus^2.
An horizontally scanning neutral charge-exchange analyser was mounted on
PLT for the purpose of measuring, in the equatorial plane, the minority distribution
function at four different sight angles ranging from parallel to perpendicular. At a certain
angle and for particles moving in the co-direction, it was observed that the distribution
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function exhibited a negative temperature behaviour. This was associated with the place
along the trajectory where charge exchange occured, trapped panicles weighting
differently on the recorded signal than passing particles. So it was concluded that the
negative temperature behaviour was the result of the anisotropic QL diffusion, but only
through a geometrical effect. A simulation along this line was tentatively tried latter using
a bounce averaged Fokker Planck code33 in which the anisotropy of the distribution
function is negligible. In order to simulate that behaviour it was required to adjust the
power deposition profile to an extent which weakened the geometrical argument. So this
must be viewed as an indication that the effect of trajectory is not fully responsible for the
anormal distribution slope and consequently that the opposite argument of a strong
anisotropic distribution function is partly supported by the reported experiment. If we
introduce in our semi analytical model the parameter set of this experiment ( D(H) plasma
with 1% nH/ne, E = 15 V/cm, rcH = 7 cm, nco = 3 1019 nv3, TCQ = 1.1 keV, TJQ = 1.5
keV ) and try to simulate the experimental signal at different sight angles (Fig. 13) we
observe a good coherence between theory and experiment : the energy turning point
occurs at 30 keV, the negative temperature effect is maximum for mid angle lines of sight
and along the parallel direction the distribution function remains Maxwellian. However
due to a functional dependence in p (or vu) of the form pe'P in the trial function there
remains a small residual tail signal amplitude in the simulated parallel direction signal. Its
amplitude is 100 dB lower than the corresponding perpendicular tail signal and to be
observed experimentally, would require a dynamics range that is unachievable to date.
This therefore does not contradict the experimental observation. In the case of an 3He
minority heating scheme32 the energy turning point disappears (Fig. 14) as experimentally
observed. That is mainly due to the higher bulk ion temperature.
Further observations of the semi analytical simulations shows that for low
temperature low collisionality plasmas the Ap-value is always very different from the tvalue. This shows that there is some meaning to the functional form of the trial function
and that anisotropy is effective. More generally two distinct regimes can be underscore
depending upon the relative influence on the solution of adiabatic barriers or of collisions.
The regime is collisional when the collisional drag is strong enough so that it prevents the
particle energy from reaching the adiabatic limit. This regime is characterized by value
independent of Hum and for a given experiment it is predominently influenced by a
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relatively high electronic density. This is examplified in figure 15 for a typical TS
discharge ( Cf. Table III) for ne = 5.5 1019 nr3. The ICRF wave spectrum contains a
single toroidal mode and the coupled RF power is set to 1.2 MW by adjusting the value of
the RF electric field. Saturated width values in excess of 60 and 180 keV are respectively
found for t and Ap. On the opposite for lower densities the solution enters the
ïïamiltonian regime characterized by a linear variation with Hum of the parameter Ap and
t. Figure 16 shows this behaviour for a typical discharge of the Joint European Torus
(JET) (Table IV) with : ne = 3.3 1019 nr3, 10 MW of coupled ICRF power and a
magnetosonic wave with a single toroidal mode. The adiabatic barrier effect is beneficial
as if it limits the Ap and t values, it also confines the particle population in a lower energy
range. The range of Hum values being characteristic of what can be expected (Cf. for aparticles with a single toroidal harmonic Hum reaches a value cf 800 keV), the adiab-'tfie
barrier effect should be observed in JET as the ICRF coupled power is increased. The
advantage of confining the resonant particles in the few hundred keV range may benefit
JET in studying the a-particle behaviour in the reactor environment. Indeed the energy
reached by the 3He particles is in the range where the cross section of the (D,3He) -»
(4He,p) reaction is maximum. Finally when Hym is further increased the Hamiltonian
regime ends and a collisional behaviour of Ap and t is recovered. This may occur if the
launched magnetosonic wave has many toroidal components which help rejecting the
adiabatic limit to higher values.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The subject of concern of the present article has been to address the question
of the ICRF heating dynamics in Tokamak plasma. In order to account for the fundamental
anisotropy associated with the magnetosonic wave absorption, the problem has been
analysed in the Hamiltonian frame where the integrable nature of the unperturbed particle
trajectory can be given a simple form, when expressed in the canonical action angle
variables. The QL nature of the RF induced diffusion has been studied and en passant the
QLT has been validated by collisions or intrinsic stochasticity depending upon the
temperature or the density. The Fokker Planck equation has then be given a variational
form suitable to study the stationary distribution function of resonant ions. In the minority
heating scenario and for a given magnetic surface, a semi analytical modelling of the
Fokker Planck equation solution has been devised. This model has allowed to
demonstrate that the heating dynamics was driven by the anisotropic nature of the RF
power absorption and, when collisions are negligible, by the existence of an Hamiltonian
regime in which adiabatic barriers limit the excursion in energy of the resonant ions. This
regime appears' to lower the averaged energy of the resonant ion tail and seems to prevail
in Tokamaks like JET. This may benefit JET in the forthcoming a-particle simulation
experiments where a quantitative fraction of the ^He particle needs to be accelerated to
energies in the 1 MeV range. Finally, the variational formulation of the Fokker Planck
equation makes it suitable for computer handling and this work will find a natural
continuation in the development of a finite element numerical code which will be linked to
the existing 2DICRF power deposition code ALCYON.
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APPENDIX
The state of a given system is specified by the set of variables (pi) and the
density of probability to find the system in a state {p,} at a given time (t) is represented by
a function of the t and pi's variables : f(pi;t). The evolution of the density of probability
f(pi;t) is governed by the master equation which involves a probability per unit time
W(pi;pi). W(pi;pi) is a transition probability that the system transits from one state (pi)
to another {pi }. From the master equation the Fokker Planck equation may be deduced if
the two following conditions are realized: the reciprocity relation34 holds so that W(p;;pi)
= W(pi;pO and the changes in the set of p,'s variables take place in small jump so that
W(pi;pi) is a rapid decreasing function of the distance between two states35 (the distance
being defined in a vectorial space built out of the pi's variables set). The Fokker Planck
equation then takes the following form for continuous state= •

[33]

3t

where (ApjApj) = J ApiApj W(pk;pic) dpkThe Coulomb collisional operator Of) may be v.ritten in the form of the RHS
of Eq. [33] if the discussion is restricted to the Coulomb logarithmic accuracy. In this case
the transition probability density is expressed in terms of a linear function of both the
relative velocity of the two colliding particles and of the collision cross section36.
In the case of the ICRF wave particle interaction, the RF diffusion operator
may be derived from the Vlasov equation. When the Hamiltonian H is defined, then the
action angle variables (Jk.^k) are derived through the set of the Hamilton's equations
( k=3 in our case ). So it is possible to write the Vlasov equation in terms of the Poisson
operator J{:

t

[34]

while !^involves the canonical action angle variables : 9{= Z, I
-k (^ 8Jk 3<Dk
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The quasi linear theory amounts to consider that the wave particle interaction is a
perturbation of first order for the particle motion and of second order for the density of
probability. Therefore the Hamiltonian is written H = Ho(Jk) + SiH where the Jk's are the
canonical actions derived from HQ and are constants of the unperturbed motion. The
density of probability is written f = fo(Jfc) + 8if + ^f, where 8if is the linear plasma
response to the RF perturbation. The perturbations 8iH, 8if are decomposed over the
phases *k, canonically conjuguated with the Jk's, and their expressions write :
{SiH(Jk,*k,t),8if(Jk,Ok,0} =

Nn

(hNn(Jk),fNn(Jk)} exp i(Nnc&n + cot) + c.c. [35]

while the first order Vlasov equation allows to derive the linear solution :
_ HN n Nk^

f

"
If we now consider the angle-averaged Vlasov equation as the evolution
equation for the angle-averaged density of probability f(Jfc,t) =

|f(Jk*k»t), then we
J(2Jt)

may demonstrate that the time evolution equation for f is :
4JcTNiNj |hNk|2S(coH-Nktuk)] ^-1

[36]

The presence of the delta function in the RF quasi linear diffusion operator shows the very
strong influence of resonant trajectories. However this resonance localisation effect can be
levelled down by chaos. In the case of chaos induced by intrinsic stochasticity this
requires the resonance surfaces to be sufficiently dense so that the coefficients hN^ have a
weak dependence in Nk's. Then the summation just acts over the delta function and may
be replaced by the inverse of the averaged distance 8co in between two close resonant
surfaces when counted in {(Ok)- In the case of minority ICRF heating with one toroidal
mode that summation reduces to 1/0)2.
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TABLE I : action-angle variables for deeply passing and trapped particles ( index O for
value on the magnetic axis, <&T toroidal magnetic flux function, 5 maximum amplitude for
trapped particle (9=5 sin((|>2)), JD zeroth order Bessel function).

Passing particle

Trapped particle

J2 =

=

; fa = 6

J2 = \

qRo \2R 0

qmvi

J3 =

TABLE II : characteristic frequencies v = co/2jr as functions of temperature for a helium-4
plasma with B0 = 4 T, q = 2, rg = 0.5 m, R0 = 2.5 m, 9 = 1 rd (ne = 1020nv3, E = 100

V/cm ).

trapped particles

pass. part. [v//(6=0) = Vx(G=O)]
v//(9=0)
(keV)

N2

10

Vl

V2

V3

Vl

V2

(MHz)

(MHz)

(MHz)

(MHz)

(MHz)

-276

-30

0.02

0.04

-25

0.02

0.003

800

-30

-30

0.20

0.40

-25

0.20

0.24

3500

-14

-30

0.40

0.80

-25

0.43

1.20
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TABLE III : Typical plasma parameters of the TORE SUPRA tokamak.

RO = 2.5 m neo = 5.5 1019 tir3 HHO = 5 1018 m-3 HDO = 5.0 1019 m-TDO = 2.0 keV
Te0 = 2.5 keV
THO = 2.0 keV
VRF = 68 MHz r = 0.7 m
BT = 4.5 T

TABLE IV : Typical plasma parameters of the JET tokamak.

BT = 3.0 T

RO = 3.0 m neo = 3.3 1019 m-3 HHO = 3 10»8 m-3 nix) = 31019m-3

VRF = 45 MHz r = 1.2 m

T6O = 4.0 keV

THO = 3.5 keV

TDO = 3.5 keV
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.l

Island like structure in the (X,(p)-space for a particle trajectory in a potential
well (the dashed line represent the resonant surface centre Q(J) = O).

Fig.2

Trajectories in the phase space for the Hamiltonian paradigm10 when two
resonant surfaces are close together but when the Chirikov parameter is only
0.5 (the distance in between the two resonant suifaces JRI and JR2 is AQ&
the island width AQj; the solid lines represent the resonant surface centres).

Fig. 3

Same as Fig.2 but for a Chirikov parameter S of 1.0 which suffices to induce
intrinsic chaos.

Fig.4

Projection of the guiding centre drift surface in the {rg,6}-plane for passing
and trapped particles. Localization the ion cyclotron resonant surface
to+coci=0, circulating (1) and trapped trajectories intersecting the resonance
surface (2) or net (3).

Fig.5

Evolution of the relative trajectory phase as the particle crosses the resonance:
(1) the two saddle points are separated (corresponding to cases (1) and (2) of
Fig.4); (2) and (3) the two saddle points are connected; (4) there is no saddle
points (case (3) of Fig.4).

Fig. 6

8hNk variations as function of the angular distance of the cyclotron
resonance to the trajectory tip.

Fig.7

Poincaré mapping of X, versus <J>2 (the combination Oj + N<I>3 + (Ot is kept
fixed) for 500 keV a-particles, E = 25 V/cm and q = 1.5 : (a) one resonant
family N = 20 (N2 = - 4, - 5); (b) two resonant families N=20 (N2 = - 4, - 5) and
21 (N2 =-6).

Fig.8

Lines of quasi linear diffusion (<-») in the canonical action space for a given
toroidal mode (the points (•) indicate the localisation of the unperturbed
trajectory).

Fig.9

Examples of the reciprocity principle violation : (a) the particle leaves the
resonant surface following a given diffusion line Fîi = {l,N2,N} and return
along a different one ^i+1 = {l,N2+l,N}; (b) the toroidal antenna spectra
contains different NS and the panicle may equiprobably pick a direction of
diffusion r?ja or 5fjp within the set
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Fig. 10

Domain of the particle trajectory type in the (W,oili)-space and direction of RF
diffusion. Trajectories exist only in domains [2] and \3\ while the banana tip
does not intersect the resonant surface O)-KuCi=O in the domain [2]. Domain Q]
is non physical.

Fig. 11

Lines of QL RF diffusion in the (v//,o,vx,o)-space. Localisations of the trapped
and passing trajectory domains and of the asymptotic direction (bold lines)

Fig. 12

Projection of the resonant ion distribution function along the energy direction.

Fig. 13

Projection along different sight angles of the distribution function for a value
of the "b" parameter sets to 0.915 : (a) perpendicular direction — = A/ y-r- =
Vj.
/""h"
Vj.
* °
3.3; (b) mid direction — = -V ^ = 0.92; (c) parallel direction — = O.

Fig. 14

Same as 13 but for an 3He minority heating scheme in a deuterium plasma and
with the following parameters : Teo = 1.6 keV, TJQ = 3.1 keV, neo = 3.9
1019m-3, n3H(/ne = 6%, rc3He = 7 cm.

Fig. 15

Influence of the adiabatic barrier on the Ap and t value in the collisional
regime.

Fig. 16

Influence of the adiabatic barrier on the Ap and t value in the Hamiltonian
regime.
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